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ABSTRACT

The only deviation from the definition of speech as mid-sagittal
vocal tract (vt) modification refers to the sound-class '(linguo-)
laterals' (uni- (left/right) or bilateral). Laterality alone in
phonetics requires that vt activity be regarded as three-
dimensional, yet very little attention has been paid to it, and
the comprehension of laterality in phonetics, even in the
lingual region, has hardly progressed beyond its label. Five
cardinal vowels [a e i o u] were produced under controlled
conditions by one trained phonetician, and the configuration of
the labial orifice varied by pulling the upper and lower lips up
and down respectively at two different points (left and right).
Recordings were examined for acoustic differences in amplitude,
Fo, and formant structure. Analysis shows significant
variations in all three properties. This analysis will be used
later to interpret demonstrated differences in lip configuration
characterising speech in different languages.

1. INTRODUCTION

Within the phonetic tradition, the only deviation from
the general definition of speech as mid-sagittal vocal tract (vt)
modification - articulatory and/or aerodynamic - refers to the
sound-class designated as '(linguo-)laterals' (unilateral
(left/right) or bilateral). Considering the fact that it is
laterality alone in phonetics that requires that vt activity be
regarded as three-dimensional, very little attention has been
paid to this property, and it place within phonetic theory,
even in the linguo-palatal region, has hardly progressed
beyond its label. Laterality is interpreted as a continuous
outflow property, i.e. as not raising one or both sides of the
tongue to a stop position along the sides of the roof of the
mouth. Lateral modification elsewhere in the vocal tract is
hardly ever discussed, or even mentioned, in any sound chart or
in the literature, a rare exception being Catford's [1:132, 251]
citation of a report of labial laterality in some dialects of Irish
Gaelic and, idiosyncratically, in French for [u]. This lack of
attention is primarily due to the fact that linguistic
interpretation directs phonetic observations in terms of the
semantic-differential driven function, i.e. the phonemic
principle. Note further that no clear correlation between
phonetic laterality, brain laterality, handedness, etc. has been
reported in the extensive literature on cerebral lateralisation
and handedness.

Faces as wholes and as parts are very rich in information,
for instance about identity, mood, intention, etc., and as such
their study deals with important cognitive and pragmatic
issues. From the neonate stage, the perception of facial
anatomical and behavioral configurations - to varying degrees
of detail - is very much at the center of human information
processing and interaction. The role of visual processing is
also not generally mentioned in phonetics. Occasionally it is
mentioned in relation to the 'phonetic' status of the labio-
dental nasal. However, visual information processing does

play a crucial role in First Language acquisition, as first
discussed and demonstrated in  Roberts [2]. There it was shown
that the claim that child speech is articulatorily under-
differentiated in relation to speech perception is false.
Roberts' subject (CR age ca. ±2 yrs) clearly acquired and
differentiated English 'adult phonemic' /l r w y v/ primarily by
differences in lip configuration, e.g. in still very generalised
phonetic symbols [å V w j v7]. This observation provides a
clear explanation for the so-called 'wabbit syndrome' in child
speech [3].

In the ever-increasing amount of work being done on
facial gestures in lip-reading, automatic speech recognition,
etc., studies, the prevailing paradigm operates on the
assumption of left-right symmetry. Our concern in this paper
is the description of one aspect of facial asymmetry, viz. l ip
configuration asymmetry, in the context of a broader interest
in articulatory functional asymmetry throughout the vt during
normal speech. Direct visual observation of Korean, English,
and other-language speakers over a period of time lead us to
hypothesize that: i . at least labial activity is variously
asymmetrical (uni- (left or right) or bi-lateralised); ii . it varies
in degree within individuals; iii . it varies in degree and
direction (Left/Right x Up/Down) across sexes; and iv. i t
varies across languages. In order to test these hypotheses,
audio-video recordings of 5 female and 5 male native speakers
of Korean were made, and analysed. Preliminary positive
results for Korean have been reported in Lee & Roberts [4] and
Roberts & Lee [5]. In this paper we are particularly concerned
with the issue of what acoustic correlates can be established for
various latereralised lip configurations.

2. BACKGROUND LITERATURE

There is some support - variously interpretable as genetic
or behavioral - for our hypothesis in some published previous
studies of vt movement and configuration.  A number of
experiments have demonstrated asymmetries in facial/body
expressions [e.g. 6, 7]. Moscovitch & Olds [6:71] reported
"unilateral expressive facial movements occur more on the left
side of the face than on the right side in right-handed people:
facial expressions are mediated more by the right hemisphere
than by the left".  They suggested hemispheric control over
facial movements. The lower part of the face especially is
predominantly contralateral, whereas other regions receive
bilateral innervation. They also found that a larger proportion
of females than males show this bias, which is also indicated
in our analysis of Korean data [4, 5].  That expressor
asymmetries exist in the positing of a smile, so that the more
extreme emotion is generally expressed by the left side of the
face because the right brain hemisphere is thought to be more
dominant in emotional expression [8, 9, 10] is also largely
contra-indicated in our Korean material [4, 5].

In phonetics, Fromkin [11] represents one of several
careful investigations into the movement of the lips in the
production of vowels. With respect to the present study, the
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relevant results of Fromkin's work are: (1) upper lip protrusion
was found to very much less than lower lip protrusion for the
entire range of vowels. (2) lower lip protrusion was found to be
largely predictable from the width of the mouth opening. (3)
only English [u] was distinguished by the parameters of width
and height of lip opening. (4) the absolute values of the
measurements differed greatly however, but the relationships
among the vowels when graphed along the lip parameter
remained the same.  She concludes that "a description of vowel
lip positions based on actual physiological parameters would
include height, width and the lower lip protrusion" (:225).
There are several studies about lateralisation in the linguo-
palatal area. Stone [12, 13] reports EPG data showing
asymmetric anterior/posterior tongue-palatal contact during
the production of [l], [s], and [s&] with different vowels. Hamlet
[14] studied tongue asymmetry in a relatively crude way. Her
conclusion that the asymmetry is arbitrary, and not related to
factors such as handedness or palatal shape/symmetry, is
clearly based on apriori assumptions of forms of correlation.
In addition, Honda, et al. [15] report that several lip muscles
contract independently and the lower lip deforms to a greater
extent than the upper lip during speech production because the
lower lip has a larger number of muscles than the upper lip, and
has appropriate musculature for larger deformation for lip-
rounding gestures.  However, on the other hand, Folkins, et al.
[16:253] report that 'There is     no        asymmetry     in the interactions
between lips.'.  However, from anatomical data, it is clear that
the orbicularis oris m. can be divided into superior and inferior
parts, left and right, and deep and superficial parts.  If the
orbicularis oris is partitioned and the partitions function
differently, then asymmetrical movements between them can
be expected.   

3. EXPERIMENTAL  PROCEDURE AND
METHODOLOGY

Five cardinal vowels [a e i o u] were produced by one
trained phonetician who indicated no oro-facial pathology.
Using a 3 inch long Ù-shaped length of plastic coated wire
(about 1/8" diameter), the configuration of the labial orifice
was varied by pulling the upper and lower lips up and down
respectively at two different labial points (left and right). The
subject repeated the tokens eight times in random order, and
video and audio signals of the speaker were simultaneously
recorded in a sound-proof room in the Phonetics Lab at SFU.
One video-camera (Panasonic VHS AG-190) was used to record
the frontal view of the speaker. Examination of the recorded
material allowed for selection of six most consistent tokens
for each vowel for each of the five labial configurations
N(eutral), UL (upper left), LL (lower left), UR (upper right), and
LR (lower right). The recorded signals were then digitized on
Macintosh computer (7200/120) sampled at 22.050 kHz. with
16 bits of amplitude and saved in the Audio IFF format. Using
the Praat programme, the digitised tokens were then measured
for differences in amplitude, Fo, and F1 and F2 central
frequencies (all at points 10% and 50% of the whole signal), to
check whether correlates of differences in lateralised l ip
configurations could be established.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Amplitude

A two-way mixed design Anova was carried out with l ip
configuration as a between group factor and vowel (5 levels) as
a within group factor to test the vowel  acoustic property
(amplitude, Fo, and formant frequency) differences between
neutral and lateralised lip configurations.  4 tests were made
initially: i . the 5 lip configurations (T1), ii . neutral vs. all
lateralised lips (T2), iii . left  vs. right  (T3), iv. lower  vs.
upper (T4).

The results from the vowel amplitude test reveal
significant effect of lip configuration variation (T1: F4, 85 =
7.953,  p=.0000, T2: F1, 87 = 20.505, p =.0000, T3: F2, 87 =
13.018, p=.0000, and T4: F2, 87 = 10.552, p=.0000).
Lateralised vowel amplitude tends to be higher overall than
that of the neutral vowels. The patterns of amplitude
differences among the five vowels in the five lip configuration
groups are significantly different, thus, the effect of the
interaction of lip configuration variation and vowel is
significant (T1: F16 = 3.163,  p=.0000, T2: F4 = 7.769, p
=.0000, T3: F8= 5.382, p=.0000, and T4: F8 = 4.576,
p=.0000).  However, a test of simple effects reveals that l ip
configuration variation at vowel [o] does not reach
significance even though the amplitude pattern of [o] is the
same as other four vowels: vowel with neutral l ip
configuration has lower amplitude than any vowels with
lateralised lip configuration (see Fig. 1). For the other 4
vowels, there are significant differences between the five l ip
configuration group in vowel amplitude.  Post hoc Tukey
(HSD) tests reveal that  amplitude values for the 5 l ip
configurations are significantly different from each other. The
overall results then indicate that the different lip configuration
are all significantly different in amplitude.  
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Fig. 1. Mean amplitude for 5 vowels

The effect of lateralisation on amplitude is generally to
raise it - correlating both with the fact that the action of lateral
raising or lowering increases the cross sectional area at the
lips and with the fact that sound radiation efficiency is greater
laterally than at the area corresponding to the area of the labial
orifice that corresponds to the axis of the vocal tract tube.
From Table 1. there also appears to be a (relative) hierarchical
progression between the different lip lateralised
configurations of the following order: UL > UR > LR > LL > N.
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         higher <-------> lower

a UL UR LR LL N
e UL UR LR LL N
i UL UR LR LL N
o UL LR UR LL N
u UL LR LL UR N

Table 1. Mean Amplitude Hierarchy for 5 vowels

4.2. Fo
The data for Fo does not appear to show an overall simple

significant effect of lip configuration variation  (T1: F4, 85 =
1.771,  p=.1422, T2: F1, 88 = .376, p =.5414, T3: F2, 87 =
.317, p=.7294, and T4: F2, 87 = 2.141, p=.1237). The effect
of the interaction of lip configuration and individual vowel is
significant (T1: F16 = 6.699,  p=.0000, T2: F4 = 18.074, p
=.0000, T3: F8= 12.579, p=.0000, and T4: F8 = 11.568,
p=.0000). However, a test of simple effects reveals that l ip
configuration variation at vowel [u] does not reach
significance.
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Fig. 2. Mean Fo for 5 vowels
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Fig. 3. Mean Fo  and amplitude for 5 vowels
      

        higher <--------> lower

a N UR UL LL LR
e UL LR LL UR N
i UL UR LR   LL N
o N UR UL LR LL
u UL LR LL UR N

Table 2. Mean Fo Hierarchy for  5 vowels

Fo values for the two vowels [o] and [a] are the highest with
N(eutral) lip position, while those for other 3 vowels the
lowest with the N position. Expressed differently, l ip
lateralisation correlates with rising Fo for [i u e] and with
falling Fo for [o a]. From a phonetic vowel classification
point of view, this distinction correlates with a relative
division of the vowel tongue area into higher ([i u e]) vs. lower
([o a]) sections.

4.3. Amplitude and Fo
Fig. 3 plots amplitude vs. Fo average values for the five

vowels. It provides clear indication that, compared with the N
vowel space, the vowel space with lateralised lip configuration
shifts higher up the amplitude scale and expands for vowel Fo
space.

4.4. Formant frequency
The results of a two-way mixed design test for formant

frequency show significant effect of lip configuration
variation on F1 and F2 (T1: F4, 85 = 20.04,  p=.0000, T2: F1,
88 = 58.44, p =.0000, T3: F2, 87 = 46.69, p=.0000, and T 4:
F2, 87 = 36.21, p=.0000). The effect of interaction of l ip
configuration and vowel Formant 1 and 2 is also significant
(T1: F36 = 13.20,  p=.0000, T2: F9 = 39.80, p =.0000, T3:
F18= 28.54, p=.0000, and T4: F18 = 25.91, p=.0000).
However, test of simple effects reveals lip configurations at F2
of vowels [o] and [i] do not reach significance. Post hoc Tukey
(HSD) tests reveal that  both F1 and F2 values for 5 different
lip configurations are significantly different from one another.  

Fig. 4 indicates a slight 'downward' shift (increase in
frequency) for F1 for all the vowels, except [a], and a slight
'backward' shift (decrease in frequency) for F2 for all vowels.
The difference in F1 for [a] can possibly be explained as a
direct consequence of the general phenomenon of a 'backward'
shift of the whole vowel space, where the F1 (aperture) value of
[a] as the most open vowel automatically drops as a function of
this general 'backing'.

One way Anova test was carried out with lip position
within group factor in order to check whether there is
significant difference between left lip lateralisation (LL UL),
right lip lateralisation (LR UR), lower lip lateralisation (LL
LR), or upper lip lateralisation (UL UR) for amplitude and Fo,
and formant frequency. The results reveal no significant effect
of lip lateralistion for these properties, with the exception  of
L (eft) (F34 = 11.779, p=. 0016 for amplitude and  F34 =
16.178, p=. 0180 for Fo) where there appears to be a
significant difference overall between upper and lower left.
This may be due to the subject's genetically conditioned left-
low facial asymmetry.
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Fig. 4. Mean F1 and F2 Frequency for  5 vowels

5. CONCLUSION

Our initial hypothesis that labial lateralisation has acoustic
correlates has been clearly demonstrated for amplitude, Fo, and
formant frequency. The correlation is not in all cases a simple,
or direct, one, but, rather, has to be interpreted in terms of
overall shifts of the acoustic vowel space. Our conclusions set
the scene for the application of the results to the comparative
examination of lip lateralisation configuration variations
across languages - including across ethnic and gender
differences.
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